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implementation of supervision registers. Cur
rently most professionals are either indifferent to
or hostile towards the proposals. It remains to be
seen whether guidelines for inclusion on the
register and a vision of what inclusion might
mean in terms of practical services to highly
disabled or disturbed patients can be agreed
between the Department of Health and mental
health professionals. In the absence of such
agreement the onus is on local purchasers
and providers to develop practically applicable
policies and procedures that will ensure that
appropriate patients are targeted and that key
workers receive adequate experience, training
and support to carry out what may be a very
difficult and unrewarding role.

It is possible to argue that supervision registers
will turn out to be a bold policy initiative which
will be of practical benefit to patients and offer
essential reassurance to a public opinion that
has become nervous of community care. It is
equally possible to assert that the register is
a mistaken policy that yet again proposes a

bureaucratic solution to what is essentially a
problem of inadequate resources. Time will tell.
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Trainee Editorship
A scheme offering SRs training in scientific
editorial work and medical writing is available
through The British Journal of Psychiatry. The
successful applicant will be able to spend one
special interest session a week attached to the
BJP for six months. It is planned that he/she
will be attached to one or more experienced
Journal editors and will be given papers to
assess under supervision. The trainee will
also follow the progress of accepted papers
through the editing process to eventual
publication. The trainee will have short

attachments to other sections of the Journal -
the Book Reviews and Correspondence

columns - and may also have the opportunity
to assess articles submitted to the Psychiatric
Bulletin under supervision. In addition, the
successful applicant will be encouraged to
develop his/her writing skills and it is hoped
he/she may write an article or series of
articles for the Bulletin as well as covering
several meetings over the year.

Applicants should write, enclosing a CV, to
the Publication Manager at the College.
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